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Abstract

The rapid proliferation of fake news has
emerged as a significant challenge to the credi-
bility of online information, largely due to the
swift dissemination of content on social media
platforms. This article provides a concise sum-
mary of the findings of the shared task on ”Fake
News Detection in Dravidian Languages1 - Dra-
vidianLangTech@RANLP 2023”. The aim of
this shared task is to categorize social media
posts as either fake or original, specifically fo-
cusing on content in Malayalam. The shared
task garnered participation from 8 teams who
presented their systems. These systems encom-
passed a spectrum of methodologies including
machine learning techniques and transformer-
based models like MuRIL, XLMRoBERTa,
and Indic BERT. Notably, the XLMRoBERTa-
based model demonstrated exceptional perfor-
mance, achieving a macro F1-score of 0.90.

1 Introduction

Online social network (OSN) platforms such as
Twitter, Facebook, WhatsApp, and Instagram are
extensively used by millions of users in this modern
internet era to publish and spread the news about
emergent events to many people more quickly and
without any validation or verification. According
to the (Pennycook, 2020) the core ideas in cascad-
ing news and sensitive information are ingrained
in truth notions and communication accuracy theo-
ries. According to a recent statistics report given in
statistica 20232, Facebook has 2.96 billion monthly
active users, while the count for Twitter has reached
556 million monthly active users, whereas What-

1https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/
competitions/11176

2https://shorturl.at/dloDF

sApp, as well as Instagram, have more than 2 bil-
lion active users 1. A vast amount of news is shared
and propagated among socially connected network
users without knowing the authenticity of the news
during the election campaign, trending events, and
pandemic emergencies. Misinformation creators
are intentionally flooding falsified and unverified
information for various political and commercial
purposes. Hence, a significant amount of misinfor-
mation and false news has proliferated over OSNs,
negatively influencing readers, and causing numer-
ous negative consequences on the economy, poli-
tics, and social security. Therefore, fake news de-
tection (FND) is demanding in the current scenario.
In (Pennycook et al., 2020) the authors identified
primary methods currently available to spot false
news and how these methods might be used in vari-
ous contexts by conducting a systematic literature
review. A pertinent example, the difficulties, and
the ideal setting in which to use a certain technique
are all provided for some approaches.

In general, FND methods can be categorized
into two types: social context-based and content-
based methods as shown in Figure 1. The former
is more concerned with the user engagement data
such as comments, reposts, and ratings, while the
latter is associated with the article’s news content
like title, text, image, and video (Shu et al., 2017).
The social context-based methods can be further
divided into two categories: propagation structure-
based and post-based methods. The propagation
structure-based methods concentrate on propaga-
tion patterns or trends of fake news on social net-
works, while post-based methods examine the opin-
ions or emotions expressed by the users in their
posts. Due to the unstructured nature of the data,
these two types of social-context techniques face

https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11176
https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/11176
https://shorturl.at/dloDF
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the following challenges: data collection and analy-
sis, noisy data, and missing data. Hence, the focus
of this shared task is on content-based strategy. The
Content-based methods are more straightforward
and convenient to detect fake news, particularly at
an early stage.

Transfer learning-based FND system is intro-
duced in (Palani and Elango, 2023a) According
to their perspective, BERT is a bidirectional lan-
guage model since it considers the context of both
a word’s left and right sides. In contrast, GPT and
ELMo are only trained in the right-to-left context
and the left-to-right context, respectively. The lo-
cal contextual features over space and the global
semantic relation features over time are then ex-
tracted in the feature representation layer using mul-
tichannel CNN and stacked BiLSTM. The model
may learn many characteristics from several view-
points using a multichannel CNN. The model’s
various channels each extract features from the
same input in their own unique ways, producing
a more reliable representation(Shanmugavadivel
et al., 2022).

Figure 1: Categorization of FND methods

In (Ahmad et al., 2020), the authors applied ma-
chine learning-based ensemble methods with the
help of textual properties to distinguish fake news
from the original one.

2 Related Work

The researchers used pre-trained language mod-
els such as BERT, and RoBERTa for contextual
word embedding and then used DL-based models
to detect fake news. In (Palani and Elango, 2023b),
authors present the DL-based FND framework in
which RoBERTa and FFN are used to extract con-
textual dependent features and to detect fake news
respectively. Similar to FND there are numer-
ous works published such as Hope speech detec-
tion (Chakravarthi et al., 2022a) and Homophobia,
Transphobia Detection (Chakravarthi et al., 2022b)
in social media posts. The author in (Chakravarthi,
2022) employs a DL-based hope speech detection

model in which T5-sentence and Indic-BERT are
used for word embedding to capture the contextual
relationship among words. Then the contextual
features are sent as input to CNN to detect the
hope speech comments(Subramanian et al., 2022).
The proposed model’s performance is evaluated on
a multilingual dataset named HopeEDI which is
introduced in the shared task 2021 (Chakravarthi,
2020).

Dhivya (Chinnappa, 2021) proposed a two-stage
hope detection process in which the language de-
tector identifies the language of the model, and the
hope detector classifies the text into hope speech,
non-hope speech, or not lang. The various pre-
trained language models and DL-based models are
proposed, and their performance is evaluated on
three hope speech datasets in English, Tamil, and
Malayalam.

3 Task Description

The task aims to identify fake news from the
posts or comments in Dravidian Languages such as
Malayalam which is collected from the YouTube
OSN. Each comment/post is annotated at the com-
ment/post level and assigned the class labels fake
or real.

4 Dataset Description

The dataset is balanced since the number of sam-
ples in fake and real classes is almost nearer. The
dataset contains a total of 5,091 comments of which
2,512 are fake news and 2,579 are real news. The
dataset is split into training, validation, and testing.
The detail of the dataset is shown in Table 1.

Table 1: Summary of the dataset

Dataset Fake News Real News Total

Training 1,599 1,658 3,257
Validation 406 409 815
Testing 507 512 1,019
Total 2,512 2,579 5,091

5 Methodology

In this shared task, there are eight teams actively
participated and implemented their models. They
evaluated their model’s performance on our fake
news dataset.

DeepBlueAI (Luo and Wang, 2023): Team
DeepBlueAI used a pre-trained language model
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such as XLM-RoBERTa to identify fake news. The
authors employed the XLM-RoBERTa model to
extract the context-aware features from the textual
news. Then the contextual feature vector is sent as
input to the fully connected layer with softmax to
classify fake or real news. Their model achieves an
F1-score of 0.90 in this task.

AbhiPaw (Bala and Krishnamurthy, 2023):
Team AbhiPaw ABHi presented a Multilingual
Representations for Indian Languages (MuRIL) for
FND. The F1-score of 0.87 is achieved with their
proposed model.

NITK-IT-NLP (R L and Kumar M, 2023):
Team NITK-IT-NLP used a multilingual version of
the transformer-based MuRIL model for develop-
ing the FND system. They also introduced focal
loss as the loss function while training the model.
The model achieves the F1-score of 0.87 for FND.

NLPT (Raja et al., 2023): Team
NLPT Malayalam employed a pre-trained
language model called XLM-RoBERTa for FND.
The proposed model achieves an F1-score of 0.87
which is better than the ML-based models. The
reasons for the improvement are a self-attention
mechanism of transformers, a byte-level BPE, and
a dynamic masking pattern during training.

MUCS (Sharal Coelho and Shashirekha, 2023):
Team MUCS proposed TF-IDF to convert words
into vectors based on the occurrence of the words.
The extracted features of TF-IDF are passed as in-
put to the different ML-based classifiers to predict
the given news as fake or real. The model achieves
the F1-score of 0.83 for FND.

ML AI IIITRanchi (Kumari et al., 2023):
Team ML AI IIITRanchi proposed an ensemble
ML-based FND system which uses Bag-of-words
and Indic BERT for the textual features extrac-
tion. Then, ensemble ML-based classifiers such
as Random Forest (RF) and AdaBoost are em-
ployed to detect the fake news. The F1-score of
0.78 is achieved with their proposed model for
FND. DLRG RR: Team DLRG RR presents the
ML-based FND system in which TF-IDF is used
to transform the words into vectors and Passive
Aggressive Classifier (PAC) is adopted for FND.
Their model achieves the F1-score of 0.73.

NLP SSN CSE (Balaji et al., 2023): Team
NLP SSN CSE employed various pre-trained
transformer-based language models, such as BERT,
ALBERT, and XLNET for FND. These models are
effective in extracting the contextual relationships

within the text which lead to improved accuracy
in FND tasks for the Malayalam language. Self-
attention mechanism captures the most relevant
features from the text to detect fake news. The
precision, recall, and F1 measure are around 0.75,
indicating a balanced performance in identifying
both real and fake news. The accuracy of 0.75
suggests the model’s ability to make correct predic-
tions overall.

6 Results and Discussions

The performance assessment of the proposed mod-
els by the participating teams was conducted using
the macro F1 score metric, which is a widely used
measure for evaluating classification models. The
results of this evaluation are presented in Table 2
below, showcasing the ranking of the teams that
took part in the collaborative task. In total, eight
teams submitted their respective solutions for eval-
uation.

Securing the top position, the team ”Deep-
BlueAI” which achieved the first rank demon-
strated an impressive macro F1 score of 0.90. Their
accomplishment was attributed to the adept utiliza-
tion of the XLM-RoBERTa model. This pre-trained
transformer model was fine-tuned by the team’s au-
thors to effectively discern fake comments. This
achievement underscores the efficacy of leverag-
ing powerful transformer-based architectures for
addressing the task.

Moving on, teams ranked 2nd, 3rd, and 4th gar-
nered identical macro F1 scores of 0.87, highlight-
ing their consistent performance. Among these,
the team ”AbhiPaw,” positioned at the 2nd rank,
strategically employed the Multilingual Representa-
tions for Indian Languages (MuRIL) model. While
MuRIL was primarily designed as a multilingual
language model for Indian languages, the team
harnessed its potential for the classification task.
This innovative approach signifies the adaptability
of pre-trained models across diverse downstream
applications.

In the lower rankings, the last two teams, secur-
ing the 7th and 8th positions, achieved a macro
F1 score of 0.73. Their methodology involved the
implementation of the Passive Aggressive Clas-
sifier (PAC) coupled with the feature weighting
technique known as Term Frequency-Inverse Docu-
ment Frequency (TF-IDF). The teams meticulously
experimented with various configurations of the
maximum document frequency parameter in the
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Table 2: Rank list for Malayalam task

S.No. Team Name Macro F1 Rank
1 DeepBlueAI(Luo and Wang, 2023) 0.90 1
2 AbhiPaw(Bala and Krishnamurthy, 2023) 0.87 2
3 NITK-iIT-NLP(R L and Kumar M, 2023) 0.87 2
4 NLPT(Raja et al., 2023) 0.87 2
5 MUCS(Sharal Coelho and Shashirekha, 2023) 0.83 3
6 ML AI IIITRanch(Kumari et al., 2023) 0.78 4
7 DLRG RR 0.73 5
8 NLP SSN CSE(Balaji et al., 2023) 0.73 5

Tfidfvectorizer, leading to their placement at the
7th rank. Similarly, the team ”NLP SSN CSE,”
positioned at rank 8, employed a similar approach,
utilizing an array of pre-trained transformer models
like BERT, ALBERT, XLNet, and mBERT. Despite
their diverse model ensemble, their performance
closely aligned with the team ranked 7th.

Overall, the ranking table provides a comprehen-
sive overview of the distinct strategies and models
adopted by each participating team. This evalu-
ation sheds light on the varying degrees of suc-
cess achieved by exploiting transformer-based mod-
els, language-specific architectures, and traditional
classification techniques, all contributing to the ad-
vancement of fake news detection.

7 Conclusion

This paper presents an overview of the fake
news detection shared task conducted at
DravidianLangTech-RANLP 2023, specifically
focusing on the Malayalam language. The task
garnered participation from eight teams, each
submitting predictions for evaluation. The methods
employed by these teams varied, spanning from
traditional TF-IDF vectorizers with machine
learning to contemporary pre-trained transformer
models for data representation. An analysis of
the methodologies revealed a consistent trend:
transformer-based methods outperformed other
techniques, as indicated by evaluation metrics
such as classification accuracy and confusion
matrices. This suggests the potency of transformer
models in effectively capturing fake news detection
performance. In summary, the paper summarizes
the DravidianLangTech 2023 fake news detection
shared task for Malayalam, highlighting diverse
strategies, and underscoring the prevalence
of transformer-based methods for improved
performance.
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